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Name of the Player: Season 2016/17 Date:

Bence Majoros 1. Review 14.03.2017

Position: Next Review Date:

Player LMC

GOAL:

3. Showing the player exactly what is expected from him and give him possibility to improve

This chart is a guidance for the performance appraisal:

Insufficient

Improvement needed

Meet the requirements

Exceed the requirements

Outstanding

Player is achieving the requirements on a regulary basis.

Player is exceeding the reqirements and is an important example for others

Player is always exceeding the requirements and is an example for other 

players in strenth, will and moral

1. The performance and moral of the player should be reflected over the last 6- 12 months in order to 

review the standings of their table tennis and other related areas

2. Reflecting the strengths and/or topics which need to be improved

Player is not achieving the requirements requested in Ochsenhausen. 

Immediate improvement is needed

Player is often not achieving the requirements in Ochsenhausen. 

Improvement is needed.



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Results

League Balance x

World Tour x

Challenger Series x

National Team x

Other Tournaments:

x

Comment:

Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Mental Area

Approach/ Attitude x

Fighting Spirit x

Persistence x

Humility x

Mood x

Identification x

Group Spirit x

x

Comment:
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You have performed several times well, got good wins under your bell, you have showed yet again that you can win against good players and you made a good 

step at Dortmund to be the number one after 6 months. Hungary counts on you and put you at all important games. This is advantage and once the daily work 

will be more regular, the international results will be also better and more constant. Bravo for your win against Hindersson at 2:2 against Denmark and your 

important win against Lind recently.

Average Mental Area:

Average Results:

You are IN your project, you have big will and determination and you are realising your real potential as well. We do believe that you can be a really good player! 

We know also that this year is again frustrating for you because of the school and the lack of regular work. But keep your head up and remember the goal we 

set for this season! Doesn´t matter how long it takes to get there, the most important is that you get there. Keep working mentally, accept the frustration over and 

over again, stay positive and soon the real work can start from the summer on.



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Physical Preparation

Strength/Stability x

Endurance x

Speed x

Balance x

Flexibility x

Power x

Comment:

Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Game

Footwork x

Forhand x

Backhand x

Passive Game (FH, BH, taking over) x

Above the Table (Flick, short-short, choop) x

Service x

Receive x

Far from the table (loobing, counter attack) x

Own game/style x

Stability x

Variations x

Consistency x

Average Game: x

Comment:
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Due to the lack of time, it is hard to note any special improvement or change here. It is not your fault. Your body needs phyiscal work, especially for your legs 

which connected also to your table tennis practice. Keep in mind to take care of your flexibility and stretching particularly at your hip area. Even you will not be 

able to work a lot physically you can improve your flexibility and understanding your body. Even small things, but keep working!

You have started to work a bit different recently, which is the way for you to improve your game! The basic work will give you a good standing point to express 

your special skills, shoots. You can have a unique game with fast improvements, aggressive and dangerous style. Your game has a big potential to succeed on 

high level. By regular and daily practice with effort your potential will be be excelled.

Average Physical Preparation:



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Off Table Activities

Helping out ( Pick Ups, ect.) x

Planning/ Organised x

Flat x

Lessons (German/English) x

Car (condition/ accident ect.)

Beeing on time x

Extra work x

Average Off Table Activities: x

Comment:

x

Comment:

Signiture Player
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Signiture Observer

You are taking the off the table work more and more considered as part of your development. You have your book, you make your own homeworks and you are 

thinking deeply about yourself as well. After the summer you will have time and energy for extra works. Good to hear you speaking German, keep this effort up as 

it is a key factor to make your career in Germany. Stay active and take initiative off the table as well!

You and we are making the maximum out of what we have this season. The idea has been to improve mentally and to prepare for the summer. The rest is 

secondary but this job must be done 100% well! We want to tell you again seriously that: you can become a good player, you have ALL to succeed. We plan with 

you and see you make big steps in the next 2 years. Therefore keep it up with the mental work and keep believing even in hard periods! Be nice to yourself when 

needed and be tough when needed!

OVERALL RATING


